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A B S T R A C T

Wave energy conversion can have a significant role in the transition to a net-zero energy system. However, cost
reductions are still required for this technology to be commercially competitive. To achieve commercialisation
at a reasonable expense, disruptive innovations at early stages of development need to be enabled. Thus, to
explore more of the design space, design limits need to be defined. Although physical limits, such as the
maximum capture width and the Budal upper bound, have been defined, more realistic limits considering
the variability of the resource, device dimensions and the actual hydrodynamic behaviour of different shapes
can help provide further insights. This is relevant to both technology developers and funding bodies wanting
to identify potential areas for innovation. In this study, the use of multi-objective optimisation is proposed
to explore these limits, by investigating the optimal relationship between average annual power production
and device size. This relationship depends on resource level, mode of motion used for power extraction and
hull shape. The obtained fundamental relationships fall within the existing physical limits, but provide further
insights into the impact of different factors on these limits. This allows for a more direct comparison with the
performance of state-of-the-art wave energy converters.
1. Introduction

Harnessing renewable energy from the waves could provide a signif-
icant contribution to future electricity generation. Many wave energy
converter (WEC) concepts have been developed and tested over the
years, however the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) is still high com-
pared to conventional energy generating technologies. Some previous
initiatives have focused on the development and demonstration of exist-
ing technologies [1]. Simultaneously, supporting the initial innovation
phase of concept creation through structured innovation approaches
has proved successful in other sectors [2], but also in the marine energy
sector [3]. Recently, enabling disruptive innovations at early stages
of development was found to be key to achieve commercialisation at
a reasonable public expense [4]. This type of disruptive innovation
has been supported, for example, through stage-gated pre-commercial
procurement funding programmes such as Wave Energy Scotland’s
programme [5] and the Wave Energy Prize organised by the United
States Department of Energy [6].
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1.1. Background

To explore more of the design space and be able to identify potential
disruptive solutions, design limits need to be defined. We refer to these
limits, as fundamental relationships, which are the engineering, physics
and underlying economic relationships which drive the earliest stages
of assessing the attractiveness of concepts.

To date, a number of physical limits for wave energy conversion
have been discussed and are widely used to delimit the physically
possible power absorption [7]. The maximum power absorbed by an
axisymmetric body based on the power available in the sea is delim-
ited through the maximum Capture Width (CWMAX) definition [8].
This measure reflects the idea that optimal wave energy absorption
will occur when the waves generated by the oscillating body result
in destructive interference with the incident waves. It describes the
maximum power that can be absorbed based on the resource and the
radiation pattern, which depends on the mode of oscillation of the
device. CWMAX is independent from device features such as geometry
or Power Take-Off (PTO) characteristics.
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Nomenclature

𝑏 Beam (m)
𝑑 Draft (m)
𝑔 Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
𝑟 Radius (m)
𝑤 Width (m)
𝐵 Characteristic width (m)
𝐻𝑚0 Significant wave height (m)
𝑃 Mean produced power per sea state (W)
𝑃 Mean annual produced power (W)
𝑃𝑝𝑚 Power per metre crest length (W/m)
𝑇𝑒 Energy period (s)
𝜌 Density (kg/m3)
𝜆 Wavelength (m)
CW Capture Width (m)
CWMAX Maximum Capture Width (m)
CWR Capture Width Ratio (%)
DoF Degree of Freedom (NA)
LCOE Levelised Cost of Energy (NA)
NSGA-II Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm

II (NA)
PTO Power Take-Off (NA)
SOTA State of the Art (NA)
WEC Wave Energy Converter (NA)

Another physical limit that has been commonly used is the Budal
pper bound, which describes the limits of absorbed power for con-
trained motions in heave for axisymmetric floating bodies with a given
ubmerged volume [9]. This limit definition was extended to consider
he absorbed power for stroke constrained motions in multiple modes
f motion by Todalshaug [10]. This measure represents the limits of
ower absorption, considering in addition to resource and radiation
attern, stroke constraints defined through the maximum volume of
isplaced water. That is, it depends to some extent on the device
imensions.

The theoretical limits for single-degree of freedom WECs were fur-
her revisited by Tom in [11] based on a surging only and a heaving
nly sphere in regular waves. Bounds for the displacement amplitude,
ime-averaged power and power take-off (PTO) force when applying
esistive control were derived.

Similarly, trends for the performance of state-of-the-art wave energy
onverters were derived by Babarit in [12]. These show how capture
idth ratio varied with the device’s active width based on a thorough

eview of capture width ratios of different types of devices. These re-
ationships, therefore, represent the WECs state-of-the-art performance
epending on device dimension and device type.

For the purpose of identifying areas for potential innovation, the
tate-of-the-art trends are limited in their ability to explore the design
pace for solutions that have not yet been invented. This requires
oing beyond the state of the art and exploring the art of the possible;
xamining a larger, but still constrained, design space. Simultaneously,
xisting physical limits may not support the discussion of more specific
evice design questions, such as: can power performance be improved
y adapting the size of the device to a specific location? Or, should
ifferent types or shapes of WECs be explored for different types of
esource, rather than just varying device sizes?

.2. Goal

Within the EU H2020 DTOceanPlus project a structured innovation
ool was developed to provoke innovation and help represent the voice
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of the customer through the design process, manage risk and produce
new concepts [13]. Alongside this tool, a scenario creation tool was
developed in order to guide the creation of new concepts with very
minimal inputs. This aims to identify attractive design parameters for
potential wave energy converter technologies that have not yet been
invented [14]. In both cases, physical wave energy converter design
constraints are required to delimit the possible design space, and be
able to draw comparison between the ‘state of the art’ and the ‘art of
the possible’, which is described through these limits. To define these
design limits, fundamental relationships – describing the relationship
between two parameters – can be used. Here, rather than using generic
physical constraints such as the maximum capture width or the Budal
upper bound, we propose using the results of an optimisation process
to find a relationship between average produced power and device
dimensions taking into account hull shape and specific resource charac-
teristics. A significant advantage of the approach proposed here is that
a number of other different fundamental relationships (e.g. reliability
versus average produced power) can be obtained by applying this
concept. In this case, the optimisation process is applied to a number
of wave energy converter shapes for various locations to define more
realistic performance limits, albeit under optimal power absorption
conditions. In this way, advantages of more specifically defined devices
can be identified in given conditions, and developers may be able to
make more direct comparisons based on the found relationships to
identify areas for potential innovation.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the methodology
used to generate the more specific performance limits is introduced,
and an overview of the considered case studies is provided in Sec-
tion 2.4. The resulting fundamental relationships are then presented
in Section 3 and further discussed in Section 4. Finally, the main
conclusions drawn from this study and the scope for future work are
outlined in Section 5.

2. Methodology

For the purpose of finding a fundamental relationship between the
mean power produced and the dimensions of a wave energy converter,
a geometry optimisation tool is applied. The idea behind this is that if
optimal geometries for a number of resource conditions are generated, a
limit, in terms of how much power can be absorbed for a given device
size, will be described by the set of optimal solutions. That is, for a
given geometry type and assuming an optimal PTO, the optimisation
algorithm will find how much power can be maximally absorbed by a
geometry of certain dimensions if the geometry is optimally defined.
For the purpose of power absorption, as considered in the Budal upper
bound, the submerged volume is a determining factor. This also defines
the dimensions of the device. For this reason, in the optimisation pro-
cess, submerged volume is the metric chosen to represent device size.
The wave energy converter geometry optimisation tool was developed
and described in detail in [15]. An overview of the optimisation process
is provided in Fig. 1 and a summary of the functioning of the tool is
provided in the following paragraphs for context. Constraints to the
optimisation were purposely defined to allow for a broad search of the
optimisation space. Thus, results of the optimisation represent physical
limits of what can be achieved under optimal conditions if consid-
ering hydrodynamic performance of floating shapes in unidirectional
irregular seas.

2.1. Optimisation formulation

Starting from a given geometry definition, a number of geometries
of a defined type of wave energy hull (e.g. horizontal cylinder) are ran-
domly generated (see Section 2.2). They are evaluated based on their
mean annual power production (𝑃 ) to be maximised, and their sub-
merged volume (𝑉 ) to be minimised. Within an optimisation process,
the metrics used to evaluate the best performing solutions are referred
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to as objective functions. To calculate the objective function values
for each geometry, hydrodynamic characteristics and submerged vol-
ume are obtained from the Boundary-Element-Method based software,
WAMIT [16]. Regarding the wave climate, different scatter diagrams
for different locations are considered, representing low, medium, and
high resource locations (see Section 2.3). Irregular seas are considered
by using a Bretschneider spectrum. The mean annual power is then cal-
culated for a given location with a pseudo time-domain model [17,18].
That is a frequency-domain model, in which the oscillation time series
is evaluated for the purpose of applying stroke constraints in the power
production calculation. This means that the method is based on linear
wave theory and assumes small oscillations. A semi-optimal impedance
matching control is assumed, that considers the wave energy converter
is in resonance with the energy period in each sea state. Based on the
hydrodynamic modelling approach, this methodology applies to rigid
single-body floating devices only.

The optimisation algorithm is then used to select and generate
improved shapes, based on the objective function values of each shape.
This optimisation process uses a multi-objective meta-heuristic algo-
rithm, the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) [19],
due to its proven ability to consistently find good solutions to different
multi-objective problems. As a genetic algorithm, the NSGA-II emu-
lates evolution theory and the survival of the fittest individuals in a
population through selection, crossover and mutation processes. The
algorithm implementation builds on [20]. The most suitable genetic
operators to be used and the tuning of the optimisation parameters
for multi-objective geometry optimisation of WECs using the NSGA-II
algorithm was studied in [21]. In that study, crossover and mutation
algorithms were compared based on the hypervolume measure. This
involved in particular the comparison between using (1) Intermediate
Recombination and Breeder Genetic Algorithm Mutation as described
in [22], which was previously applied to a similar problem in [23];
and (2) the original formulation by Deb et al. [24,25], which employs a
polynomial probability distribution for the crossover and the mutation
steps referred to as Simulated Binary Crossover and Polynomial Muta-
tion. The former proved to consistently generate better solutions in all
studied cases, and for this reason that implementation is used here. A
description of the implemented algorithms based on [22,24,25] is pro-
vided in detail in the supplementary material of [21]. The optimisation
is run for 30 iterations, which was established to be sufficient through
a convergence study. The result of the multi-objective optimisation is
a set of solutions that optimally fulfil the two conflicting objectives.
The objective function values achieved by the set of optimal solutions
create a so called Pareto front, which shows how one objective can be
improved at the expense of the other.

2.2. Geometry definition

A set of four basic geometric shapes were used for this study, which
are represented in Fig. 2. The parameters that define each geometry
are shown in the figure. These represent the optimisation variables that
were varied within the optimisation process.

Both upper and lower bounds for each of these optimisation vari-
ables were defined, as shown in Table 1. These limits to the hull
geometry were defined to avoid the optimisation converging on very
large or very small devices. The draft 𝑑 of all shapes was limited to
be no larger than 30 m. This was defined based on the draft used for
the floating offshore wind design Pelastar [26], where the purpose is to
reduce device oscillations, and so should serve as a limit without con-
straining the range of possible solutions found through the optimisation
process. The length 𝑙, beam 𝑏 and radius 𝑟 were limited based on the
wavelength (𝜆), which here is taken as the 95% exceedance probability
maximum wavelength for each location and is therefore referred to
as 𝜆MAX. This ensures that the evaluated devices can be regarded as
point-absorbers based on the definition in [10]. The lower bound of
2.5 m was chosen based on [23,27], which was considered a sensible
494

minimum size for a device.
Fig. 1. Flow chart representing the design optimisation process. The considered
objective functions here are mean annual produced power 𝑃 and submerged volume 𝑉 .
The used optimisation algorithm is the multi-objective Non-dominated Sorting Genetic
Algorithm II (NSGA-II).

Table 1
Bounds used on geometry optimisation variables for each shape. The variables for each
shape are defined in Fig. 2 as the radius 𝑟, the draft 𝑑, the beam 𝑏 and the width 𝑤.

Shape Bounds

A - Hemisphere 2.5 m ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 30 m
B - Vertical cylinder 2.5 m ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 30 m, 2.5 m ≤ 𝑟 ≤ 𝜆MAX∕4
C - Horizontal cylinder 2.5 m ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 30 m, 2.5 m ≤ 𝑙 ≤ 𝜆MAX∕2
D - Cuboid 2.5 m ≤ 𝑑 ≤ 30 m, 2.5 m ≤ 𝑙, 𝑏 ≤ 𝜆MAX∕2

2.3. Evaluation according to objective functions

Wave climate
Generic resource scatter diagrams were generated for regions of

the North Sea, North Atlantic and Mid Atlantic and for high, medium
and low resource levels defined by the annual mean power density,
following the method outlined in [28]. These were generated based on
resource data in a number of locations within each of those zones, as
marked in Fig. 3.

For the purpose of generating fundamental relationships, the two
zones with the largest difference in range of occurring periods were
used and the best results found at the two zones were selected to
generate the final fundamental relationships. This was done so that
fundamental relationships could be generated independently from loca-
tion, but dependent on the resource level. The two locations considered
for this purpose were zone C located off the coast of Ireland, and zone F
located off the coast of Portugal (see Fig. 3). This provided a total of six
scatter diagrams with varying characteristics. The main characteristics
associated to the two zones and three resource levels per zone are

summarised in Table 2.
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Fig. 2. Basic shapes used in the optimisation process: (A) a hemisphere, (B) a vertical cylinder, (C) a horizontal cylinder and (D) a cuboid (barge/flap). The parameters that define
each shape are shown in this figure, namely the radius 𝑟, the draft 𝑑, the beam 𝑏, and the length 𝑙. The submerged surface area is represented in blue. The waves are assumed
to propagate in the positive 𝑥-direction.
Fig. 3. Map showing the zones of ocean for which corresponding wave climates were considered. The selected and used resource zones are highlighted in yellow.
Table 2
Overview of resource characteristics.

Zone Resource level Power density Water depth 𝜆MAX
[kW/m] [m] [m]

C
Low 15 38 139.44
Medium 45 115 163.38
High 75 192 184.72

F
Low 15 38 160.24
Medium 45 115 206.70
High 75 192 264.19

Stroke limits
Stroke limits are applied in the calculation of the instantaneous

power absorbed by the PTO, by calculating the oscillation time series.
If the stroke limit is exceeded, the instantaneous power is set to 0 for
that time step. The stroke limits are defined based on the Budal upper
bound extension to multiple Degrees of Freedom (DoF) presented by
Todalshaug in [10]. The stroke constraint in surge is based on the
fact that a restoring moment is required provided by the wave motion,
and so the oscillation cannot exceed more than 1/4 of the wavelength
𝜆 . For the same reason, the stroke in pitch cannot exceed 𝜋∕2. In
495

MAX
Table 3
Assumed stroke limits in the considered modes of motion.

Mode of motion Stroke limit

Surge ±𝜆MAX∕4
Heave ±𝑑
Pitch ±𝜋∕2

heave, assuming that the cross-sectional area of the device is constant,
then the maximum stroke is defined by the volume of the device,
and the waterplane surface area (𝑉 ∕(2𝐴𝑤)). Exceeding this limit would
result in the device being out of the water and therefore linked to
slamming, or in the device being fully submerged. If we assume that
50% of the device’s volume is submerged, for shapes that do not have
a constant cross-sectional area, an equivalent approach would be to use
the draft of the device as the stroke constraint. Since the total device
volume is not defined here, but based on previous projects supported by
Wave Energy Scotland a 50% submergence is a representative average
of existing devices, the constraint was adapted to be defined as the
geometry’s draft (𝑑). The PTO stroke limits used here are summarised
in Table 3.
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Table 4
Overview of considered case studies. All permutations of the options in this table
were evaluated, apart from the combinations including a hemisphere, and a pitching
motion.

Shapes Modes of motion Zones Resource levels

A - Hemisphere Surge C Low
B - Vertical cylinder Heave F Medium
C - Horizontal cylinder Pitch High
D - Cuboid Surge & Heave

Heave & Pitch

All generated fundamental relationships should therefore comply
ith the Budal upper bound and the extension to this limit by Todal-

haug.

TO rating
A preliminary study was performed to understand the effect of

pplying PTO rating constraints in the power calculation on the results.
onstraining the PTO rating results in a cap on the power that can be
bsorbed with larger volumes. This limit is particularly constraining in
he high resource level.

Since the purpose of developing these fundamental relationships
s to represent the art-of-the possible, no PTO rating constraints were
nforced here to avoid artificially constraining the optimisation space.

apture width
The maximum capture width limit previously mentioned is consid-

red as an upper bound to the average power produced per sea state
ollowing the approach in [23]. Ten realisations of the same sea state
re considered and the average power across the ten realisations is
mployed as the average power produced per sea state. In a given
ea state realisation, if the maximum capture width is exceeded then
hat realisation is discarded. If all ten realisations exceed the maximum
apture width, the average power at that sea state is set to zero. All
enerated fundamental relationships should therefore comply with this
imit.

.4. Summary of cases considered

To define the fundamental relationships, four shapes and three
esource levels at two locations were considered. In terms of the con-
idered modes of motion, these include surge, heave, and pitch, and the
ombinations of surge & heave, and heave & pitch. The reasons for this
election of modes of motion are: (1) Given that uni-directional waves
re analysed and all shapes are symmetric to the x-z plane, the rolling
nd yawing motions were not considered. (2) It was shown in [15,17]
hat no significant advantage was found in combining surge & pitch
r surge & heave & pitch versus the other options considered here,
nd so these were not included in the current analysis. An overview
f all considered cases, which result in 108 permutations is provided
n Table 4.

After generating results for the 108 permutations, one fundamental
elationship was generated for each resource level by selecting the best
hapes at the two considered zones to provide location-independent
esults for each DoF and shape type. This was done by generating a
ingle Pareto front per resource level by combining the Pareto fronts
or the two evaluated zones. An example of this procedure is shown
n Fig. 4. A total of 54 fundamental relationships depending on shape,
ode of motion and resource level were obtained.

. Results

As introduced in the previous section, a total of 54 fundamental
elationships were generated by considering four shapes, five combi-
496
Fig. 4. Example combination of results from two Pareto fronts: one from Zone C and
one from Zone F, into one single ‘Combined’ Pareto front, for the medium resource
level for a cuboid oscillating in heave only.

nations of modes of motion for power extraction, and three resource
levels. To be able to demonstrate the effect of each of these factors,
a selection of the results is presented first. This allows to understand
and analyse the impacts of these factors independently. Some example
relationships as generated with the optimisation process for average
produced power to submerged volume are shown in Section 3.1, while
all tabulated values can be found in the Supplementary material. Based
on these relationships, further relationships are then generated: average
produced power to scale in Section 3.2, and both capture width and
capture width ratio to scale in Section 3.3. This is done to: (1) gain fur-
ther insights into the nature of these relationships, and (2) to allow for
broader use of these relationships for comparison with state-of-the-art
(SOTA) data. To exemplify the use of these fundamental relationships,
the 54 resulting relationships in terms of average produced power to
scale are then plotted together with state-of-the-art WEC trends to
showcase the full range of results and allow for further discussion in
Section 4.

3.1. Relationship of power to volume

The fundamental relationships as generated through the optimisa-
tion process are presented in this section. These show how the average
produced power varies with submerged volume.

Firstly, the effect of shape on this relationship can be seen in Fig. 5,
where the relationship is shown for four shapes and three resource
levels, considering surge as an example mode of motion. It can be
seen that for all resource levels all shapes perform similarly. However,
it can be seen that the hemisphere and the horizontal cylinder show
some differences with the vertical cylinder and the cuboid. As shown
in [17], when performing WEC geometry optimisation the surface
area perpendicular to the mode of motion for power extraction is
maximised to maximise power absorption. So in this surging case, the
area perpendicular to the surging motion achieved with the horizontal
cylinder and the hemisphere will be equivalent. For the same area
perpendicular to the surging motion, the overall submerged volume
with the horizontal cylinder can be higher than with the hemisphere,
and this would explain the relationship achieved with the horizontal
cylinder in the medium and higher resource levels extending over
higher values of submerged volume. A similar effect can be seen for
the vertical cylinder and the cuboid, which can both achieve higher
but similar areas perpendicular to the surging motion.
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Fig. 5. Optimisation results for the four shapes oscillating in surge only for each of the three resource levels: (a) low, (b) medium and (c) high.
Fig. 6. Optimisation results for a cuboid oscillating in surge only at the three resource levels.
Particularly for the vertical cylinder and the cuboid in surge, a clear
limit to increasing power with increasing volume can be seen in Fig. 5.
The optimisation results asymptotically approach a limit in average
produced power with increasing volume. This would imply that once
a minimum dimension is reached (and the area perpendicular to the
surging motion is maximised) further increases in volume do not result
in significant increases in average power produced. Therefore, for each
resource level a maximum submerged volume value can be identified.
This is approximately 50,000 m3 for the low resource level, 200,000 m3

for the medium resource level, and 350,000 m3 for the high resource
level.

To investigate further the influence of resource available, Fig. 6
shows how power varies with volume for a cuboid absorbing power
in surge at the three resource levels. This is a subset of the data in
Fig. 5. With limits approaching 1.3, 4, and 10 MW for a resource of
15, 45, and 75 kW/m, respectively; it can be seen this relationship is
non-linear.

Secondly, the effect of the employed modes of motion for power
extraction on this relationship can be seen in Fig. 7. This shows how
power varies with submerged volume for the five modes of motion in
the three resource levels, considering a cuboid as an example shape
geometry. It can be seen that cuboids absorbing power in heave &
pitch have a higher limit to the average absorbed power with a clear
advantage versus other combinations of modes of motion with increas-
ing scale. For WECs absorbing power in a single-mode of motion,
the pitching motion shows higher power absorption potential across
scales, whereas the heaving motion shows a lower power absorption
potential and a more limited scale range — with no benefit observed

3
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for submerged volumes larger than 40,000 m .
3.2. Relationship of power to scale

Rather than relating power to submerged volume an alternative
approach is presented, showing the relationship with a representative
length scale. This is defined as the cube root of the total volume,
assuming the device is 50% submerged. As before, this is shown for
all shapes and resource levels for a surging device in Fig. 8, and for all
modes of motion and resource levels for a cuboid in Fig. 9.

In general the relationship of average absorbed power to scale when
compared to average absorbed power to submerged volume shows a
less steep initial increase. Although an asymptotic behaviour with scale
increase can still be observed, this is less obvious than in the submerged
volume case.

The relationships across shapes and modes of motion remain very
similar, but some further details can be observed. On one hand, as
it can be seen from Fig. 8 in comparison to Fig. 5 the relationships
across shapes remain similar. On the other hand, as it can be seen from
Fig. 9 in comparison to Fig. 7 the relationships across modes of motion
become more evident. The combination of heave & pitch still shows a
higher limit to the average absorbed power at larger scales, but also
at lower scales. In the lower scales range, the combination of surge &
heave shows a comparable or even better performance in the medium
and high resource levels.

All 54 relationships of modes of motion, shape, and resource level
are shown in Fig. 10. As previously observed for the cuboid example
case, from Fig. 10 it can also be seen for other shapes that devices
absorbing power in heave & pitch have a higher limit to the aver-
age absorbed power, and this is reached at larger scales, whereas
devices absorbing power in surge & heave seem to have potential to
achieve higher power absorption at smaller scales. For WECs absorbing

power in a single-mode of motion, the pitching motion shows higher
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Fig. 7. Optimisation results for the cuboid shape oscillating in all studied combinations of modes of motion for each of the three resource levels: (a) low, (b) medium and (c)
high.

Fig. 8. Optimisation results converted into a relationship of average produced power to scale for the four shapes oscillating in surge only for each of the three resource levels:
(a) low, (b) medium and (c) high.

Fig. 9. Optimisation results converted into a relationship of average produced power to scale for the cuboid shape oscillating in all studied combinations of modes of motion for
each of the three resource levels: (a) low, (b) medium and (c) high.
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Fig. 10. 54 fundamental relationships in terms of average produced power to scale for four shapes, three resource levels, and five combinations of modes of motion for power
xtraction. Trends representing the state of the art for three types of wave energy converters are included.
ower absorption potential across scales. Heaving-only devices seem
o perform well at lower scales, but are consistently outperformed by
urging-only and pitching-only devices at larger scales. Across shapes
he potential performance per scale is very similar. The hemisphere
erforms worse than other shapes in the medium and high resource
evels, (1) due to the limited modes-of-motion that can be used for
ower absorption under the assumed conditions, and (2) because in this
ase the submerged volume and therefore the scale is solely determined
y the radius, and so increases scale in this case cannot be tuned to the
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same extent as with other shapes to benefit the power absorption in a
given mode of motion.

3.3. Relationships of capture width and capture width ratio to scale

From the obtained Pareto fronts for the relationships of average
absorbed power to submerged volume, the values for the corresponding
capture width (CW) and capture width ratio (CWR) were calculated.
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Fig. 11. Optimisation results for 𝑃 to 𝑉 converted into a relationship of (a) 𝑃 to scale, (b) Capture Width (CW) to scale, (c) Capture Width Ratio based on scale (CWRScale) to
cale, and (d) Capture Width Ratio based on active width (CWRWidth) to scale, for a cuboid oscillating in surge only in three resource levels for the two zones. Note that the results
re not optimised for these relationships.
or a given sea state CW and CWR were obtained as follows:

W = 𝑃
𝑃𝑝𝑚

, (1)

where 𝑃𝑝𝑚 =
𝜌𝑔2𝑇𝑒𝐻2

𝑚0
64𝜋

for deep water, and

CWR = 𝑃
𝑃𝑝𝑚𝐵

. (2)

ere 𝑃 is the absorbed power per sea state, 𝑃𝑝𝑚 is the power per metre
rest width available in that sea state, 𝜌 the density of water, 𝑔 the
ravitational acceleration, 𝑇 the energy period, 𝐻 the significant
500

𝑒 𝑚0
wave height, and 𝐵 the characteristic length of the device. Here CWR
has been calculated using two different measures for 𝐵, CWRWidth uses
the active width of the device as employed by Babarit in [12], whereas
for CWRScale, 𝐵 is assumed to be equivalent to the device scale.

Overall, this means CW is an indicator for conversion efficiency if
considering power absorption only, whereas CWR indicates conversion
efficiency relative to device scale.

Example relationships of average CW and CWR to scale are shown
in Fig. 11 for a cuboid oscillating in surge and in Fig. 12 for a hemi-
sphere oscillating in heave. Because these parameters are dependent
on the available resource through 𝑃 , they are location specific, and
𝑝𝑚
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Fig. 12. Optimisation results for 𝑃 to 𝑉 converted into a relationship of (a) 𝑃 to scale, (b) Capture Width (CW) to scale, (c) Capture Width Ratio based on scale (CWRScale) to
cale, and (d) Capture Width Ratio based on active width (CWRWidth) to scale, for a hemisphere oscillating in heave only in three resource levels for the two zones. Note that the
esults are not optimised for these relationships.
i
i

a
k
H
1
h

o they are shown for the two zones separately. To obtain a location
ndependent relationship, as before, the best results (highest CW and
WR values per scale) between the two sites could be taken to be
epresentative of the achievable limit. It should be noted however,
hat the results shown here, do not represent solutions optimised to
aximise CW or CWR and scale, but solutions found to maximise

verage absorbed power and submerged volume.
In both cases and across resource levels, peaks in CW and CWR per

cale can be identified, with the highest CW reached at higher scales
han CWR. That is, the peak in performance is achieved at higher scales
501

i

f looking for maximum conversion efficiency only, than if looking at
t relative to device scale or active width.

This existence of an optimal scale is more evident when looking
t CWR than at CW. That is, in the case of the surging cuboid CW
eeps increasing with scale and so a peak is not so clearly identifiable.
owever, in the case of the heaving hemisphere a peak between 10 and
5 m scale can be identified depending on the resource level — with
igher scales being more suitable for higher resource levels.

If looking at CWRScale peaks can be identified in both cases, where
t can be seen that the peak also takes place at higher scales with
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Fig. 13. Results from Pareto fronts for Zone F and single ‘Combined’ Pareto front including results from both Zone F and Zone C - representing the generated fundamental
elationship for the high resource level for a hemisphere oscillating in heave only, in comparison with the existing physical limits calculated for Zone F.
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ncreasing resource level. Optimal scales for the cuboid in low, medium,
nd high resource levels were respectively found at 15–19 m, 20–30 m,
nd 21 m, and for the heaving hemisphere at 7 m, 9 m, and 9–12 m.

CWRWidth shows a more Pareto-front-like shape, particularly in the
eaving hemisphere case, where an increase in CWRWidth is observed

with decreasing scale.
This different behaviour of the CWRScale and CWRWidth seems to in-

icate that an optimal scale may exist to achieve maximum CWRScale for
given location, hull shape and mode-of-motion for power extraction,
hereas to achieve the maximum CWRWidth the ‘optimal’ solution is the
ne with the smallest width. This would indicate that in the obtained
olutions scale or submerged volume are a better indicator to guide
esign decisions than the active width, or the commonly used measure
f CWRWidth.

. Discussion

.1. How do the generated fundamental relationships compare to existing
hysical limits?

The generated fundamental relationships can be found within the
ounds defined through the existing physical limits. The commonly
epresented example of a heaving sphere is shown in Fig. 13, where
he physical limits are calculated for Zone F resource data, and the
esults are provided in comparison to, both, the optimisation results
btained for Zone F and for the two zones combined into a final
undamental relationship. The existing physical limits are generally
hown in terms of produced power per wave period. However, in this
ase to allow for comparison the average power when accounting for
ea state occurrence probability is shown for the existing physical limits

where power per sea state was calculated at the energy period. The
udal upper bound is defined to be valid for small volumes. This also
ecomes evident from Fig. 13, where the Budal upper bound, linking
he average produced power to device size behaves similarly to the
ound fundamental relationships for smaller volumes. However, the
udal upper bound keeps quickly increasing with increasing volume
urpassing the maximum capture width limit.

This shows that the produced fundamental relationships are able to
rovide realistic limits by considering geometry and resource charac-
eristics.
502
.2. How do the generated fundamental relationships compare to state-of-
he-art WECs?

To demonstrate state-of-the-art (SOTA) WECs compared to the gen-
rated fundamental relationships for possible power, trends for three
ypes of WECs: oscillating wave surge converters (OWSCs), point ab-
orbers, and attenuators were generated as seen in Fig. 10. These trends
re based on various sources including numerical models from the
ational Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) [29], and tank test and open
ater test data from both the Oyster Aquamarine Power project and

he Wave Energy Scotland Programme [28,30,31].
Of the WECs considered, only data from 13 WECs fell into the

ategories of OWSCs, point absorbers or attenuators, which were used
o create the SOTA trends, so to be comparable with the fundamental
elationships.

The method used to find the SOTA relationships started with the
ower matrices, using interpolation between sea states to complete
ower matrices with any missing data. The active width of each of
he cases was defined using the hull scale and the power matrices
ere scaled to different active widths from 5 m to 50 m in 5 m steps
sing Froude scaling. Annual mean power was calculated for each
ase by taking the product sum of the power matrices and the same
esource matrices that were used in the creation of the fundamental
elationships. Results for the same WEC types were then averaged. This
llowed the generalised SOTA relationship between scale and power to
e defined for each of the three resource levels. This method is outlined
ully in [14].

As it can be seen from Fig. 10 SOTA WEC’s performance is lower
han the fundamental relationships in all cases. For example, if com-
aring the SOTA OWSC with a surging cuboid, at a 25 m scale the
OTA average produced power is approximately 1/4 of the fundamen-
al relationship limit. According to the fundamental relationships, an
verage power absorption of 0.5 MW can be reached at a scale of 15
, whereas the SOTA WECs would only achieve this value at a 50 m

cale. This result is both expected and verifies the work presented here.
he fundamental relationships are developed to demonstrate what is
heoretically possible, and so it is expected that the current SOTA in
ave energy has never met these limits. This is also evidence that the
enerated limits are in the range expected and that they can be used to
dentify potential areas for innovation.
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5. Conclusions

A multi-objective optimisation approach was employed to generate
fundamental relationships between average absorbed power and sub-
merged volume for wave energy converters. Four shapes, absorbing
power in five combinations of modes of motion, in three different
resource levels were evaluated to produce a total of 54 relationships.

Relationships were presented in terms of average absorbed power
to submerged volume, and average absorbed power to scale. A limit in
the average produced power with increasing size was observed across
resource levels, shapes and modes of motions. Devices absorbing power
in heave & pitch showed a higher limit to the average absorbed power,
which was reached at larger scales. Devices absorbing power in surge
& heave demonstrated potential to achieve higher power absorption at
smaller scales. For devices absorbing power in a single-mode of motion,
those utilising the pitching motion showed higher power absorption po-
tential across scales. Further relationships between capture width and
capture width ratio were derived based on the optimal Pareto fronts
of average absorbed power and submerged volume, which showed that
optimal scale values can be identified to achieve maximum CW and
CWR, respectively.

The limits were compared with existing physical limits defined
through the maximum capture width and the Budal upper bound, as
well as with state-of-the-art wave energy converters. The generated
relationships were lower than the existing physical limits and higher
than the extrapolated performance of state-of-the-art WECs in all cases.
The fact that the generated relationships can be obtained for different
shapes, and accounting for more detailed resource characteristics than
with previous limits, while representing optimal power absorption
cases, translates in more realistic design limits that developers can
use as reference to compare their devices to. This can help developers
and funding bodies better understand the relative performance of a
real device, and which parameters of that device may need to be
exploited further to improve performance. Particularly if used in the
context of structured innovation processes such as facilitated with the
scenario creation or the structured innovation tools developed within
the DTOceanPlus project, they can support the identification of areas
for disruptive innovation.

The method presented here can also be exploited to generate further
fundamental relationships in the future, not only by exploring other
locations or shapes, but also by exploring different combinations of
conflicting objectives. The added advantage of developing such a flexi-
ble method for the definition of fundamental relationships is that other
types of fundamental relationships e.g. linking power performance and
reliability can be derived (see, for example, [32]), or combined with
other existing relationships. For example, a relationship between the
cost and the scale of wave energy converters was derived in [14].
Through the fundamental relationship derived here between average
produced power and scale, a new fundamental relationship could then
be obtained between cost and average produced power.
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